
Soft news delayed ID lead based on Mary Had a Little Lamb nursery rhyme 

BAAAA-CK to school for Sterling Elementary 

STERLING, MASS. – An unexpected fury visitor decided to attend class at the Sterling Schoolhouse. 

 Mary Sawyer’s lamb has been safely returned to the Sawyer residence after it reportedly 

followed Mary down the three mile walk to school yesterday and attended class at the Sterling 

Schoolhouse. 

The children of the Sterling Schoolhouse found it quite the entertaining day when they found 

that Mary’s lamb had followed her all the way into the classroom and began to play with the lamb. “It 

was so funny to see the lamb inside the classroom at school,” said little Sandy. “Mrs. Johnson tried to 

get him out but every time he would find his way right back in next to Mary.”  

All of the children tried to play with the lamb before Mrs. Johnson put her most valiant effort in 

to get the lamb out of the classroom, but nothing seemed to work. Mrs. Johnson tried to turn it out, but 

the little lamb still lingered near. Until it waited patiently about outside the classroom until Mary 

appeared. All of the children were fascinated and troubled as to why the lamb loved Mary so much. Mrs. 

Johnson explained to all of the children of the Sterling Schoolhouse that because Mary loved the lamb, 

that was why the lamb was so focused on following Mary because he was loved by her. 

After a long day of fun and frustration, Mary Sawyer walked her normal three mile walk all the 

way back to her house on the other side of Sterling while her beloved little lamb followed her closely. 

Mary made sure the next day before her walk that her lamb was safely put back into her gated area 

before the little lamb decided to attend class for the second day at the Sterling Schoolhouse. 


